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About This Software

* Powerful Database

Driver Booster 3 for STEAM adopts online database to update drivers in real time. At present, over 200,000 device drivers are
included and t 5d3b920ae0

Title: Driver Booster 3 for STEAM
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
IObit
Publisher:
IObit
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2015

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 7, Windows XP, Vista

Processor: 1 GHz processor or faster

Memo

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Ro
manian,Russian,Swedish,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Norwegian,Simplified Chinese,Tradit
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I never write reviews, but this product - this is a product that deserves recognition. I used to have blue screens and lockups all
day long, racking my brain over what in the world could be wrong. Is it hardware, is it software? I kept asking myself this
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question. I used WinDbg to try to sort out what the problem was from dump files, and it didn't help. Always a different kernel
error code, always an OS .sys file that was the culprit, no real indicators that it was any one driver in particular. Sometimes I
wouldn't even get a dump file and the computer would just black screen or freeze up. Hard time figuring out what kernel mode
driver caused the problem. This piece of software just updated all my devices in a few minutes, and my PC has worked
flawlessly ever since.. The software i find is only good on the free version since buying the suppose to be 'lifetime', version is
only good for a certain amount of time until the next version comes out.. Instantly solved a driver issue that caused a memory
leak. Free ram to work with hoorray! Also try IOBit Uninstaller from their website.. Instantly solved a driver issue that caused a
memory leak. Free ram to work with hoorray! Also try IOBit Uninstaller from their website.. OMG It helps me i play heroes
and generals on low fps and now 00 its have big fps oh i forget look at fps xD
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